15% discount on driver training with the AA.

Better drivers help you to get the most out of your commercial motor vehicle fleet.

We’ve partnered with AA Driver Training for Fleets & Businesses to offer customers an exclusive opportunity to train their drivers at a special discount of 15%. Driver training keeps your staff and vehicles safer, reducing risk and costs to the business.

It comes with a cost–effective online assessment tool you can use to gauge the level of risk posed by each driver in your business.

**BENEFITS**

1. Keep your drivers safer on the road, fulfil your duty of care obligations and improve your workplace safety rating.

2. Reduce fuel consumption through more economic driving and save on maintenance through less wear and tear.

3. Safer driving reduces road accidents, limiting material loss and loss of productivity. It also saves on legal costs and speeding fines.

**PRACTICAL DRIVER ASSESSMENT**

A one-hour practical driving assessment, covering the fundamental safety behaviours, complete with a report and recommendations after completion.

**DEFENSIVE DRIVING**

A 2.5 hour course designed to highlight the risks involved when driving for work and to provide refresher training on how to stay safe and alert on the roads at all times.

**DEFENSIVE DRIVING PLUS**

A one-day course combining classroom learning with vehicle control skills in a purpose built facility. Learn to stay safe in difficult driving situations and have a great day out.

Talk to your broker or adviser, or find out about more benefits at vero.co.nz